Usage and Maintenance Instructions
Dignity Bowl - DL04915
Introduction
Thank you for deciding to purchase the Dignity Bowl from
CareCo. The bowl is manufactured from the finest materials
available. When used correctly it is designed to give many
years of reliable, trouble-free service.

Before Use
Carefully remove all packaging. Avoid using any knives or other sharp
instruments as this may damage the surface of the product. Check the
product for any visible damage. If you see any damage or suspect a
fault, do not use your product, but contact your supplier for support.

Intended Use
This useful Dignity Bowl has a secure, non-slip suction base to grip a hard, flat surface such as a table, trolley or lap tray and is
specially shaped with an extended lip section on one side to make it possible to scoop food into a spoon or onto a fork using
one hand, assisting independent dining.

Instructions
•

Ensure that the surface on which you will be positioning the bowl is clean and dry.

•

Fill the bowl and use the specially shaped raised lip to scoop food onto a fork or spoon by pushing the utensil against and

•

•

Position the bowl as desired then press down to secure it to the surface with the built-in non-slip suction base.
up the side of the raised lip.

To remove the bowl break the suction by raising one edge slightly and lifting the suction base, then twist the base to fully
release the suction and lift it free from the surface.

NB. If the bowl is not empty, care must be taken when removing the bowl from the surface to avoid spillage.

Cleaning
Clean your Dignity Bowl using a non-abrasive cleaner or mild detergent with a soft cloth. Abrasive cleaners e.g. AJAX and/
or abrasive cleaning pads may damage the product beyond repair and should not be used. Always ensure that you rinse then
wipe dry the equipment after cleaning. The Dignity Bowl can also be cleaned on the top tray of a domestic dishwasher on a
standard/eco or cool program.

Reissue
If you reissue or are about to reissue this product, please thoroughly check all components for their safety. If in any doubt,
please do not issue or use, but immediately contact your supplier for service support.

Care & Maintenance
Please make a safety check of the product at regular intervals or if you have any concerns.

Important Information
The information given in this instruction booklet must not be taken as forming part of or establishing any contractual or other
commitment by CareCo or its agents or its subsidiaries and no warranty or representation concerning the information is given.
Please exercise common sense and do not take any unnecessary risks when using this product; as the user you must accept
liability for safety when using the product. Please do not hesitate to contact the person who issued this product to you or the
manufacturer (detailed below) if you have any queries concerning the assembly/use of your product.
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